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Introduction:  The MESSENGER Mercury Laser 
Altimeter (MLA) instrument has acquired normal re-
flectance measurements of the north polar region of 
Mercury at a wavelength of 1064 nm for more than 
two Earth years [1]. A subset of these data have previ-
ously revealed the presence of dark deposits in regions 
of permanent shadow where water ice is predicted to 
be thermally stable at near-surface depths, and the 
presence of bright deposits in regions of permanent 
shadow where water ice is predicted to be thermally 
stable at the surface [2, 3]. In this study, we examine 
the newly processed MLA reflectance data in conjunc-
tion with high-spatial-resolution thermal model results 
derived from MLA topography to better define the 
distribution of volatiles. 

MLA Reflectance Data: A spatially interpolated 
MLA normal reflectance map of the north polar region 
is shown in Figure 1 with the mapped boundaries of 
the smooth plains deposits superimposed [4]. The 
MLA data were selected to exclude data acquired at 
high emission and long slant ranges and then calibrated 
using a procedure to remove temporal drifts. The re-
sulting map shows broad regions of high reflectance 
that correspond well with the mapped boundaries of 
the smooth plains. At latitudes northward of 70°N, 
dark deposits on the north-facing interior rims of im-
pact craters are clearly evident. These are hypothesized 
to be organic-rich sublimation lags overlying thermally 
stable radar-bright deposits of water ice [3]. MLA ob-
tained only limited off-nadir observations poleward of 
84°N  because of the inclination of the MESSENGER 
orbit. However, in the densely sampled region from 
75°N to 84°N, a gradual poleward darkening is evident 
in the MLA albedo map. The darkening appears to be 
pervasive down to the limit of the binned spatial reso-
lution (0.5 km).   

Thermal Model Correlations: A digital elevation 
model of the north polar region was generated from the 
latest MLA topography at 0.5 km spatial resolution and 
a three-dimensional ray-tracing thermal model calcula-
tion performed to calculate surface and subsurface 
temperatures [3,5]. The resulting annual maximum 
surface temperatures and annual average surface tem-
peratures were then compared with the non-

interpolated MLA reflectance observations using a bin 
size of 0.5 km. Figure 2 shows a cross plot of MLA 
reflectance and thermal model calculated annual aver-
age subsurface temperatures (Tavg) for the region from 
84°N  to 75°N and for a pixel size of 0.5 km.  

Surface Water Ice: The annual average temperature 
plot shows a distinct increase in reflectivity with de-
creasing temperature for Tavg < 80 K, which corre-
sponds to an increase in albedo for annual maximum 
temperature Tmax < 100 K. This trend has been inter-
preted as evidence for the presence of increasing frac-
tional surface coverage of bright water ice, which is 
stable to sublimation to vacuum for timescales of bil-
lions of years at temperatures less than 100 K [3].  

Pure Dark Deposits: The annual average tempera-
ture plot shows that regions with Tavg ~ 100 K have 
uniformly low reflectivity. These areas are interpreted 
to be completely covered with "pure" dark surface de-
posits overlying thermally stable subsurface water ice.  

Mixed Dark Deposits: In the range 100 K < Tavg < 
290 K, we note a linear increase in reflectivity with 
temperature. We attribute this trend to the presence of 
a decreasing fraction of exposed dark surface material 
within each pixel with increasing temperature. For the 
Moon, it has been proposed that small impact craters 
[6] and other surface roughness features [7] may serve 
as "micro cold traps" that may contain thermally stable 
surface and subsurface deposits of water ice and other 
volatiles. For Mercury, we suggest that the presence of 
dark surface material "marks" the locations of small-
scale volatile cold traps that are mixed at spatial scales 
below those that can be resolved by  MLA and Earth-
based radar measurements.  In this latitude range on 
Mercury, the extent to which these cold traps contain 
subsurface water ice is not certain.   

Darkening by Space Weathering: For Tmax > 500 K 
and Tavg > 290 K, MLA reflectivity decreases with 
increasing temperature. Pending further analysis, we 
tentatively attribute this trend to darkening due to 
space weathering. It has been proposed that the rates of 
soil darkening due to a range of space weathering 
processes on Mercury increase with increasing tem-
perature [8,9]. This phenomenon has not been posi-
tively identified on the Moon, but at the lunar equator 
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where Tmax < 400 K and Tavg < 220 K, temperatures 
may be too low to allow a potential thermal space 
weathering component to be apparent..   

Cold Trap Areas: If the observed poleward dark-
ening is due to the presence of sub-resolution dark 
deposits, then the total area of these deposits can be 
estimated. Given the strong correlation between annual 
average temperature and reflectance, we have used the 
thermal model results to estimate approximately the 
fractional dark area within each pixel where surface or 
subsurface ice is not calculated to be thermally stable 
by assuming that the fractional dark area grows line-
arly from 0% for Tavg = 290 K to 100% for Tavg = 100 
K. The results of this procedure imply that fully 22% 
of the area poleward of 70°N is covered by dark mate-
rial in micro-scale cold traps. For comparison, at spa-
tial scales of greater than 0.5 km, the thermal model 
predicts that only 4% surface area poleward of 70°N 
contains thermally stable subsurface water ice deposits, 
and only 0.5% of the area poleward of 70°N contains 
thermally stable surface water ice. We plan more de-
tailed thermal models that explicitly include the effects 
of small-scale roughness to more accurately assess the 
extent of Mercury's polar cold traps and the implica-
tions for volatiles. 
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Fig. 1. Map of normal reflectance at 1064 nm in the north 
polar region of Mercury. The mapped boundary of the north-
ern smooth plains [4] is shown in yellow.  
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Fig. 2. MLA reflectance versus calculated annual maximum 
average subsurface temperature for all MLA measurement 
locations from 84°N  to 75°N. The gray line shows the aver-
age MLA albedo as a function of temperature. 
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